A Custom Fit.
NorthClad® ACM Series can be the perfect fit for your project. Contact us for detailing assistance and a resulting custom fit on your building. Panel sizes are available up to 16’ x 6’. Please contact us for specific product dimensions.

We’ve Got Your Color...
NorthClad® Rainscreen Solutions utilizes ACM from Alpolic®, Reynobond®, Alcotex® and Citadel®, allowing for a wide variety of standard color and natural metal finish choices. Please contact us for color charts and samples.

Extrusion material contains 50%+ recycled content. Most ACM panels have a recycle content of 30% or greater. LEED® MR Credit 4. Several paint options with SRI value greater than 29: LEED® SS Credit 7 Extrusions are 100% recyclable to assist in waste stream diversion. LEED® MR Credit 2 Manufactured in the Pacific Northwest by a local workforce Composite LEED® points vary by product. Please inquire for LEED® information about specific products.
You need NorthClad® ACM.

The Substrate
- The NorthClad® extrusion attachment system is engineered to provide superior wind uplift resistance and accommodate thermal expansion.

The Material
- Aluminum composite material (ACM) consists of 2 layers of aluminum sandwiching a resin core.
- Fire rated cores are also available.
- Panels feature coil-coated Kynar® paint for a 20 year finish warranty.

The System
- ACM material is back routed to allow for bending and for interlocking extrusion attachment.
- NorthClad® ACM Series panels feature a drained, ventilated rainscreen design.
- Tested for air, water, and structural per ASTM 283, 330, and 331.
- Made in the USA by union craftsmen.
- See our design guide for details and guide specifications.

When your design vision requires sleek, smooth expanses of metal with minimal reveals...

NorthClad® ACM Series panels are always custom fabricated to the exact dimensions ordered. We’re also able to accommodate requirements such as 90° corners, oblique angles, and other unique architectural elements.

The ACM Series is designed to maximize possibilities and minimize design restrictions. Go ahead, mix it up. Variations in color, size or shape - even on a single wall - are never a problem and can even characterize an entire building.

The ACM Series provides a flat surface comparable to much thicker aluminum, at a more reasonable price. When you desire larger panel modules or panels with greater impact resistance, aluminum composite material is the way to go.

NorthClad® ACM features a modern approach to air and moisture management by combining a lightweight, durable skin with an engineered attachment system that controls and redirects water outside your building. Longer spans and a large variety of color and finish options make NorthClad® ACM the ideal building envelope system for almost any wall application.

Find what you’re looking for at www.northclad.com